An interview with actor Nick Shen, Singapore

Nick Shen is a well-known actor, singer and entertainer from Singapore who rose to fame when he won Star Search Singapore, a TV talent show, in 1999. In addition to having acted in more than 20 drama series during his career, the 55-year-old has a deeply rooted passion for Chinese opera, which he regularly performs on stage and at workshops. During a dental visit to Singapore’s Specialist Dental Group, Dental Tribune Asia Pacific had the opportunity to speak with Nick about the importance of aesthetic teeth and the portrayal of dentists in movies.

“I would love to play a dentist in a movie”

“I do consider myself to be a positive role model.”

“I have not considered traveling so far afield for my cosmetic dental treatment. Considering the distance, time off work needed, and the fact dentists here are also able to offer high quality dental work, I’ve decided to have my dental treatment done in Singapore. In fact, many patients from the region travel to Singapore for complex dental treatment.”
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With regard to your appearance (including good teeth), do you consider yourself a role model?

“Have you ever had an accident (on set or on stage) that involved your teeth?”

Have you paid more attention to your teeth since you won Star Search Singapore?

As a consumer, I am definitely more knowledgeable going in for a consultation today. I was quite a challenge. However, I am going to appear in the movie, I play a triad leader, and I had to dye my hair red for this role! Perhaps I have more concern for my teeth nowadays, even if I’m not in China or on set in Singapore. I am going to appear in the movie, I play a triad leader, and I had to dye my hair red for this role! Perhaps I have more concern for my teeth nowadays, even if I’m not in China or on set in Singapore. In movies, dentists are often portrayed as being antisocial or psychopaths. Could you imagine playing a dentist yourself?
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You’re a great smile is – perfect occlusal accuracy

How important are aesthetic teeth for an actor nowadays?
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“I have not considered traveling so far afield for my cosmetic dental treatment. Considering the distance, time off work needed, and the fact dentists here are also able to offer high quality dental work, I’ve decided to have my dental treatment done in Singapore. In fact, many patients from the region travel to Singapore for complex dental treatment.”
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